DIRECTIONS
Site Maria-Reiche-Strasse

By car

- Autobahn A4, exit »Dresden-Flughafen«
- drive along the Hermann-Reichelt-Strasse direction »Hoyerswerda«; this leads into the Grenzstrasse
- after the Dörnichtweg, take the first junction right into the Maria-Reiche-Strasse
- alternatively:
  - from City Center take the B97 direction »Hoyerswerda«
  - turn left into Grenzstrasse
  - turn left into Maria-Reiche-Strasse

By bus and tram

- from City Center take tram line 7 (»Weixdorf«) and exit at »Arkonastrasse«
- bear left through the residential area to the Grenzstrasse
- follow the Grenzstrasse and turn left into Maria-Reiche-Strasse (10 min by foot)
- alternatively:
  - Take city railway S-Bahn line 2 to station Dresden-Grenzstraße.
  - Reverse for ca. 400 m.
  - Maria-Reiche-Straße branches off to the right.

By airplane

- from Dresden Airport take bus 80 and exit at »Grenzstrasse Mitte«
- you will reach the Maria-Reiche-Strasse after ca. 150 meters.

Note for visitors arriving by car:
There is a limited amount of guest parking sites (P) available. You can reach them via Konrad-Zuse-Straße. Alternatively we advise you to use public parking areas at Maria-Reiche-Straße and Grenzstraße.
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